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Abstract

This study aims to improve the quality of learning in physics learning planning courses through the implementation of Project-Based Learning (PjBL) assisted by E-Learning through Lesson Study activities. This was qualitative research through the stages of Lesson Study activities. Subjects in this study were the 5th-semester students who program 11 physics learning planning subjects in the 2018-2019 academic year in the Department of Physics Education, University of Papua. The research data were obtained through the learning outcomes of student tests. The instrument was given after the submission of each topic of study, observation sheet of student activities, interview guidelines, documentation in the form of video recordings during open class implementation, and student response questionnaire. Data were analyzed through Rasch modeling with the help of the Winstep application to analyze student responses after learning. Lesson Study activities consist of three phases of activities, namely Plan, Do, and See. In the Planning stage, discussions with the team of lecturers were held to develop the Chapter Design and Lesson Plan. In the Do stage, the model lecturer was based on the tools that have been prepared. In the See stage, the reflection was carried to find out weaknesses and strengths during learning, which was then followed up on further learning. The results showed that student-learning outcomes increased student responses to good learning, and the learning atmosphere seemed very fun. Therefore, it could be concluded that the implementation of PjBL assisted E-Learning through Lesson Study activities can improve the quality of learning in physics learning planning subjects.
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1. Introduction

All levels of education, including universities, need to apply innovative learning to develop the quality of learning. Students need to be provided with a good understanding before they enter the world of work (Karyadi, Sinon, Yusuf, & Widyaningsih, 2018). Especially for prospective teacher students who will teach at the school. Every subject needs to be well understood by students. Students in the Department of Physics Education, University of Papua, have to enroll in a physics learning planning course. The course is one of the subjects that is very important to equip students with insight regarding developing learning tools before they teach. The materials are currently delivered through the lecturing method, where lecturer directly presents the subject matter without involving the student's activities to find and find the solution to the problem itself. Student learning outcomes are also lacking. This is due to their limited ability to develop their knowledge from lecturers (Widyaningsih & Yusuf, 2018).

Lecturers can use information and communication technology as a source of learning (Kurniawan, Mujasam, Yusuf, & Widyaningsih, 2019; Skuljetty, Gonzalez, & Vargas, 2017). Although information and communication technology media can be applied in learning, it does not mean that the media replace the lecturer (Yusuf & Widyaningsih, 2019). However, the role of the lecturer's shifts from learning resources to facilitators, meaning that lecturers must be able to facilitate students to practice critical thinking, collaborate, and communicate through the information and communication technology media (Cochrane, Redmond, & Corrin, 2018; Yusuf & Subaer, 2013). In learning interactions, students do not always have to be trained; they can search, find, solve problems and train themselves. The ability of each student is also different; some students have high abilities so that they can search, find and develop themselves. However, some students still need assistance to understand the subject matter.
A model of learning that can improve student learning outcomes is Project-Based Learning (PjBL) with e-learning integration. PjBL is learning that is designed for complex problems, in which students conduct investigations to understand it, emphasizing learning with long-standing activities, the tasks given to students are multidisciplinary and product-oriented (Barron et al., 1998; Baş & Beyhan, 2010). The use of e-learning in PjBL is intended to provide learning facilities for students because each material and assignment can be accessed online whenever and wherever they are (Heo, Lim, & Kim, 2010; Koh, Herring, & Hew, 2010). The e-learning program used in this lecture is the Google Classroom program. Google Classroom provides various facilities such as online discussions, posting lecture material, and assigning online assignments to students (Alverson, Schwartz, Libraries, & 2018, 2019; Heggart, Yoo, & Heggart, 2018). To improve the effectiveness of learning, in this study, PjBL learning is assisted by e-learning through application of lesson study activities. The lesson study activities involve model lecturers and observers to obtain reflections in the form of suggestions and criticisms that can be used as a consideration for the implementation of learning activities (Skultety et al., 2017). Lesson study is a means for teachers to collaborate in finding solutions and designing innovative and learner-centered learning (Sarimanah, 2018). Therefore, it is hoped that the implementation of PjBL with the help of e-learning through lesson study activities can improve the quality of learning.

2. Method

This was a qualitative research through the stages of lesson study activities. The lesson study activities in this study were carried out in three stages of activities namely Plan, Do, and See (C. Fernandez & Yoshida, 2004). In the Plan stage, discussions with the team of lecturers were held to develop chapter design and lesson plans. In the Do stage, the model lecturer based on the tools that have been prepared does learning. In the See stage, the reflection was carried out to find out weaknesses and strengths during learning, which is then followed up on further learning. The meeting was held for four times. At each meeting, lesson study activities were conducted to obtain information regarding the learning atmosphere.

Subjects in this study were the 5th-semester students who program 11 Physics Learning Planning Subjects in the 2018-2019 academic year. Research data were assessment of student learning outcomes obtained through project assignments given in each meeting. Project tasks undertaken by students collected online through the Google Classroom application. Assessment of student learning outcomes was carried out online through the Google Classroom application — category analysis of student learning outcomes as in Table I (Riduwan, 2011).

Table 1. Assessment category of student learning outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval class</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81-100</td>
<td>Very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-80</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-60</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-40</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;21</td>
<td>Very less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the implementation of classroom learning, student activities were observed through observation sheets filled by observers. Other research data were also obtained through documentation of activities in the form of video recordings during the implementation of the open class. To obtain student responses during learning, a student response questionnaire can be provided online through the Google Classroom application. The results of the assessment of student responses were analyzed through Rasch modeling with the help of the Ministep application.

3. Results and Discussion

This research activity was carried out four times the lesson study activities. The model lecturer carries out learning activities and observed by observers. The details of the lesson study activities can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Details of lesson study activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson to</th>
<th>Subject matter</th>
<th>Model Lecturer</th>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>Implementation Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KKM analysis</td>
<td>Widya</td>
<td>Halima, Nurul, Irfan</td>
<td>Friday, August 31, 2018 Monday, September 3, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Effective Week Analysis</td>
<td>Widya</td>
<td>Halima, Nurul, Irfan</td>
<td>Friday, August 7, 2018 Monday, September 10, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Annual Program Analysis</td>
<td>Widya</td>
<td>Halima, Nurul, Irfan</td>
<td>Friday, August 14, 2018 Monday, September 17, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Semester Program Analysis</td>
<td>Widya</td>
<td>Halima, Adonia, Irfan</td>
<td>Friday, August 21, 2018 Monday, September 24, 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The implementation of learning is carried out through PjBL learning stages. In general, PjBL has steps or guides called planning, creating, and processing (Genc, 2015). PjBL is comprehensive learning that includes students conducting collaborative investigations. PjBL helps students in learning through assigned tasks (Widyaningsih & Yusuf, 2018). At each meeting, lesson study activities were conducted to improve the quality of learning.

3.1 Lesson 1

3.1.1 Plan Phase

At the first meeting, the material taught was about determining the value of the Minimum Completeness Criteria (KKM). During the Plan phase, discussions were held with a team of lecturers of Physics Education to develop Chapter Design and Lesson Plan. Lecturers prepare presentation media in the form of powerpoint slides, examples of KKM analysis, and KKM analysis worksheets using excel programs.

3.1.2 Do Phase

At the beginning of the lecture, the model lecturer gave a general description of the material and provided motivation and apperception about the material analyzing the KKM. Figure 1 shows the learning atmosphere when the model lecturer presents introductory material on KKM analysis.

![Figure 1. The lecturer gives an introduction to the KKM analysis](image)

Model lecturers provide various problems related to KKM analysis. Students were required to be able to solve these problems. Students were divided into eight groups, each consisting of 2-3 people. Each group was given an example of KKM analysis. Then the lecturer asked several groups to present the results of the group discussion. Through this stage, students have understood how to analyze KKM to obtain KKM subjects. Then the lecturer gives the task of analyzing the KKM to practice the knowledge they have acquired. Tasks that were carried out and developed by each student were collected the following week through each student's account on Google Classroom. The Google Classroom application is supported by Gmail, drive, and docs facilities (Alverson et al., 2019). The facility helps teachers create and collect paperless tasks, including time-saving features such as the ability to automatically create Google Docs copies for each student (Alverson et al., 2019; Hooks & Casarez, 2018).

3.1.3 See Phase

During the lecture process, it was seen that most groups of students actively discussed and practiced KKM analysis. They were able to determine KI, KD, and indicators and determine KKM. There were only two students who still...
looked confused, but after being allowed to ask questions and give explanations, the two students were active again. It turned out that these problematic students have a team member who was less able to work together in groups so that for the next meeting the group will be brought up and noticed the homogeneity of the group members. Cooperation was very clear, especially the number of members in a small group of 2-3 people so that each student can work effectively. The model lecturer provides group guidance so that each group can do KKM calculations correctly. Group learning can help students understand the subject matter more effectively because they can work together in their respective groups (Liu, Li, & Zhang, 2018; Sharan, Sharan, & Tan, 2013).

3.2 Lesson 2

3.2.1 Plan Phase

At the second meeting, the material taught is about determining the effective week. During the Plan phase, discussions were held with a team of Physics Education lecturers to improve learning devices. Lecturers prepare presentation media, examples of effective week analysis, and effective week calculation worksheets using Microsoft Excel processing software.

3.2.2 Do Phase

At the beginning of the lecture, the model lecturer conveyed a general description of the material and provided motivation and apperception about the material analyzing the Effective Week. Students were divided into eight groups, each consisting of 2-3 heterogeneous people. Each group was given an example of an effective week analysis. Figure 2 shows the learning atmosphere where students discuss examples of effective week analysis provided by the lecturer.

Figure 2. Lecturers provide examples of effective week analysis to be discussed with the group

The lecturer asked several groups to appear and present the results of their group discussions and prioritized groups that had never presented. Through this stage, students have understood how to analyze effective weeks. Then the lecturer gave the task of analyzing the effective week to practice the knowledge they have acquired. Tasks that were completed and developed by each student were collected the following week through each student's account on Google Classroom.

3.2.3 See Phase

The enthusiasm of students in asking questions. Discussions conducted by students showed an excellent academic atmosphere. Some students actively ask questions, and some students answer the questions. Model lecturer, as a facilitator in learning, provides opportunities for each student to emulate the results they get. Discussions that take place during learning were very useful because students can share their work and input from other students. Learning facilitated by the lecturer should be able to facilitate and encourage students to be creative in learning (Suryani, 2017).

3.3 Lesson 3

3.3.1 Plan Phase

At the third meeting, the material taught was about annual program preparation. During the Plan phase, discussions were held with a team of Physics Education lecturers to improve learning devices. Lecturers prepare a powerpoint presentation media, examples of annual program analysis, and annual program creation worksheets.

3.3.2 Do Phase

At the beginning of the lecture, the model lecturer gave a general description of the material and provided motivation and apperception about the material for the annual program preparation. Students were divided into eight groups,
each consisting of 2-3 heterogeneous people. Each group was given examples of annual program tools. Then the lecturer asked several groups to present the results of the group discussion and prioritizing groups that had never presented. Figure 3 shows the learning atmosphere when one group explains the results of the group discussion.

![Figure 3](image3.jpg)

**Figure 3. The lecturer asked several groups to present the results of the discussion**

At the group presentation stage, students discuss how to make an annual program so that they can understand the material well. Then the lecturer assigned the task of making an annual program to practice the knowledge they have acquired. Tasks that were carried out and developed by each student were collected the following week through each student's account on Google Classroom.

3.3.3 See Phase

At this meeting, students appeared enthusiastic to attend the class. Students actively asked questions related to the material being studied. In group discussion activities, they were seen cooperating in working on assignments given by the model lecturers.

3.4 Lesson 4

3.4.1 Plan Phase

At the fourth meeting, the material taught was about the analysis of the semester program. During the Plan phase, discussions were held with a team of Physics Education lecturers to improve learning devices. Lecturers prepare a powerpoint presentation media, sample semester program analysis, and semester program calculation worksheets using an excel program.

3.4.2 Do Phase

At the beginning of the lecture, the model lecturer delivered a general description of the material and provided motivation and appreciation about the material analyzing the semester program. Students were divided into eight groups, each consisting of 2-3 heterogeneous people. Each group was given examples of semester program analysis. Then the lecturer asked several groups to appear and present the results of the group discussion and prioritized groups that had never presented. Through this stage, students already understand how to analyze semester programs. Then the lecturer gave the task of analyzing the semester program to practice the knowledge they had obtained. Figure 4 shows the collaboration of students in working on the analysis tasks of the semester program.

![Figure 4](image4.jpg)

**Figure 4. The lecturer gave a semester program analysis sheet to work with the group**

Students work together in doing the assignments. Tasks that were completed and developed by each student were collected the following week through each student's account on Google Classroom. The lecturer can directly examine all student assignments. Students can immediately find out their grades. Figure 5 shows the appearance of online
learning using Google Classroom.

3.4.3 See Phase

At this meeting, all students noticed the subject matter. Students who do not understand the lesson immediately ask questions. Students enjoyed taking lessons. Learning methods applied by lecturers are also appropriate to improve student-learning outcomes. PjBL learning requires students to think critically to complete the given project assignment (Bell, 2010). Project tasks completed by students have good results. This is because the learning activities continue to be improved and reflected through lesson study (Clea Fernandez, 2002).

At each meeting, an assessment of student learning outcomes was based on the given project assignment. Student assignment assessment was carried out online through the Google Classroom application. Students can find out directly the results of the assessment by the lecturer. Assessment analysis of student learning outcomes can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Google Classroom application display

Figure 6. Analysis of student learning outcomes assessed at each meeting

Figure 6 shows that there was an increase in student learning outcomes in each assignment given at each meeting. At the first meeting, the average score was 67.8 ± SD 2.4 (good) with the distribution of student learning outcomes; all of them were in a good range. The results at meeting 1 were not much different from the second meeting, which was represented by an average value of 68.6 ± SD 6.4 (good) with the distribution of student learning outcomes, all in good categories. At the third meeting, there was an increase in the average value of 74.1 ± SD 3.4 (good) with the distribution of student learning outcomes, mostly at good intervals but also at very good intervals. At the fourth meeting also experienced an increase that was obtained an average value of 75.0 ± SD 6.3 (good) with the spread of
student assessment, most of them were within the very good category, and some were in a good category. Therefore, it can be concluded that in general, PjBL assisted by E-Learning learning can improve student-learning outcomes. PjBL involves various stages that can improve student-learning outcomes. Through project assignments, students can involve all mental and physical, including social skills, by doing many things (Lee, Huh, & Reigeluth, 2015; Widyaningsih & Yusuf, 2019). PjBL was a learning approach that takes into account the mastery of concepts. Students explore, assess, interpret and synthesize information through meaningful methods (Han, Capraro, & Capraro, 2015). Through PjBL students in conducting group investigations, this will be able to enhance their collaboration (Panasan, Nuangchalerm, & Muang, 2010; Splichal, Oshima, & Oshima, 2018).

At the end of the learning, students' responses to learning have been carried out. Students can provide assessment responses online through the Google Classroom application. The results of the analysis of student responses through the Ministep application were presented in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Student response after learning](image)

Figure 7 shows that on the right two statements were difficult for students to approve, namely S4 and S5. Each statement regarding the lack of delivery of material by the lecturer and the non-submission of references used in learning. Students find it difficult to approve the statement because they have been accustomed to learning directly by lecturers. The lecturer delivers all subject matter so that students were not trained in their ability to find and find their concepts. Through PjBL learning, students were required to study and complete their projects (Gülbahar & Tinmaz, 2006). Through the help of Google Classroom, students can easily obtain information, discuss and collect tasks directly (Al-Maroor & Al-Emran, 2018; Heggart et al., 2018). In Figure 6 the left-hand side shows that most students agree to the statement given. This shows that the learning method raises a good response for students. PjBL learning assisted by e-learning through lesson study activities encourages students' ability to be creative in completing project assignments provided through the help of information and communication technology media. The quality of learning can continue to be developed because through lesson study activities can reflect a variety of shortcomings during learning to be further improved (Saito et al., 2006).
4. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research obtained, it can be concluded that the quality of learning can be improved during the implementation of PjBL learning assisted by e-learning through lesson study activities. Students were active during learning activities, and they can complete project assignments. The results of the assessment of student learning outcomes continue to increase. At the first meeting, the average score was 67.8 ± SD 2.4 (good). The second meeting was the average value of 68.6 ± SD 6.4 (good). At the third meeting, there was an increase of 74.1 ± SD 3.4 (good). At the fourth meeting also experienced an increase of 75.0 ± SD 6.3 (good). Therefore, it can be concluded that in general, the learning method can improve students’ learning outcomes. Assessment of student responses after learning also shows a good response. It is expected that the implementation of learning like this can continue to be done to improve the quality of learning.
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